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McKernan makes directoral debut in
SLUH to
join JVLA comedy, Who Am I This Time?
for 20162017 school
year
BY Sam Chechik
CORE STAFF

S

t. Louis U. High will join
the ranks of nearly 60 Jesuit high schools across the
United States next school year
in the Jesuit Virtual Learning
Academy (JVLA), an online
network that offers non-required, but transcript-noted
coursework for students
through teachers from those
Jesuit high schools.
The network will allow
students to take courses that
the school doesn’t offer or
they didn’t have time to fit in
their schedule.
The courses for JVLA
will appear on a student’s
transcript and will be for
credit, and are offered for fall,
spring, and summer semester
courses.
“We wouldn’t encourage
anybody to overload themselves,” said Principal John
Moran. “It shouldn’t be seen
as a requirement; this is a
nice-to-do, not a have-to-do.”
JVLA courses are optional and additional, even
though a student could take
Arabic, for example, it will
not replace his language requirement.
“If the course exists here
at St. Louis U. High, then we
want you to take it live here
at St. Louis U. High,” Moran
said. “If it’s a duplication—if
it’s the exact same course—
our course is going to win
out, but there were starting
to appear enough courses in
JVLA too specifically that we
don’t offer and we want to offer, and we thought this was
a good step into the world of
JVLA for us.”
There were two specific
reasons that SLUH wanted to
move towards a JVLA membership: a junior and the language of Arabic.
Junior
Lancer
Li
(Yizhang) has already studied
the highest level of mathematics at SLUH (AP Calculus
BC); for his senior year math
course, Li was interested in either the Multivariable Calcu-
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Sophomore Pierce Hastings and Incarnate Word senior Anna Surrell rehersing last night.
BY Sam Heagney
FEATURES EDITOR

S

tepping into new territory,
fine arts teacher Kevin
McKernan will make his directorial debut this weekend
with Who Am I This Time? a
mash-up of three short stories written by Kurt Vonnegut
into one comedy.
For the past two years,
McKernan has used one of
the Schulte Theater’s time
slots for an improv show. This
year though, he decided to
take things a different direction. McKernan is directing
his first scripted production,
which will show today and
Saturday at 7:30 and Sunday at 2:00. The show moves

away from McKernan’s improv past, but like his improv
shows comes with a lot of
laughs.
“It’s not improvised at all
but it’s almost three different
sketches. I’ve written and directed sketch comedy before
and so it just seemed like the
next logical step for me,” said
McKernan.
McKernan, a former
English teacher and Vonnegut fan since college, first
searched for any adaptations
of Vonnegut’s stories, but
found none except for this
hybrid written by Aaron Posner. After reading other plays
to possibly direct, McKernan
kept returning to Who Am I

This Time?
“I read a bunch of plays
in the summer and none of
them really tickled me in
the same way and this one
seemed simple in a way that
I thought would be good for
me,” said McKernan.
One of the reasons that
McKernan fell in love with
improv is because of its dynamic nature, never repeating
jokes. However, he’s found
that the change in pace has
been more enjoyable than
he expected and still laughs
at the play after five weeks,
something he definitely didn’t
expect.
“It’s a credit to the actors.

continued on page 4

Sustainability takes bronze in MO
competition for food waste program
BY Connor FitzGerald,
Alex Sembrot
NEWS EDITOR, REPORTER

T

he Sustainability Club
placed third in a pool
of 48 schools in the Green
Schools Quest, a studentdriven competition devoted
to creating a more sustainable
environment around schools.
St. Louis University High’s
club focused its efforts on
the issue of food waste here
at SLUH, seeking to educate
students about which type of
food waste items goes into
each of the different bins in
the Commons.
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Vivat lingua Latina!
Latin teacher Jennifer Ice leads a
group of students to the annual
Latin Convention in Columbia
for two days of fun and education.
Page 2
News

Scholar Bowl run ends at Districts
Despite missing a chance to advance to Sectionals, the team
takes second at Districts and
leaves with a happy memory of
the season. Page 2
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Duggan wins service award
Senior Jerry Duggan is the recipient of this year’s Archbishop May
Service award as nominated by
SLUH’s campus ministers for his
outstanding commitment to service. Page 2
Feature

Pick of the Lot: Wrangler Edition
The most popular car among
SLUH students gets its own rundown this week—the build, history, and feel of the car are all under
the microscope in this week’s Pick
of the Lot. Page 5

After four month trial,
Canvas decision
draws near

BY Leo Heinz, Jack Sinay
EDITOR IN CHIEF, CORE STAFF

A

fter nearly four months
of using Canvas, a learning management system
(LMS) that links aspects of
Google Drive, Turnitin.com,
and PowerSchool into one
place, teachers and students
are sorting through its uses
and imagining its versatility if
more classes used the system.
The Technology Committee and the 15 teachers who volunteered for the
Canvas pilot program this
semester will meet next Friday, April 29 to move towards
a decision about next year.
That meeting will include a
conversation among SLUH
teachers. Ultimately, principal John Moran will make
the decision about whether or
not to move forward with the
system, but Director of Education Technology Andrea
Nunziante said the Technology Committee and the pilot
group were “really going to
review (the decision) together.”
Many teachers and students have experienced issues
with Canvas, most specifically with how it interacts with
Turnitin.com and Powerschool. When students have
attempted to submit papers
and projects through the
system, it has often not gone
through to Turnitin.com, resulting in confusion for both
the student and the teacher.
Nunziante said the Turnitin.com issue was the “only
major red flag” and that the
program should not be discarded as a result.
“Is it really a show stopper for us in which we’re going to say ‘because of this,
we’re going to pull an out on
it and we’re just not going to
do it?’” he said. “But we can
say, ‘we do have an issue, but
we have to weigh the pros and
cons. This is why we have to
meet as a group.’”
Aside from issues with
Turnitin.com and Powerschool, there have also been
problems with the app as well.
When students have attempted to submit assignments on
the iPad app, they have often
not been able to or must go
through a number of differ-

Sports

WoPo wins a meaningful tourney
With wins over Oakville, Parkway
North, Fenwick, and Stevenson
(the second ranked team in Illinois), the SLUH WaterBills take
the De Smet Invite. Page 6
Sports

SLUHter McGavin, baby!
The GolfBills take fifth at the
Webster Cup and win by three
strokes over MCC rival Chaminade to avenge a previous loss.
Page 6

ent, more confusing steps
than when they try to do it on
the computer.
The idea behind a learning management system like
Canvas is to combine aspects
of already-used programs like
Google Drive, Turnitin.com,
PowerSchool, and other websites in one, centralized place.
Essentially, Canvas communicates with those other
programs, allowing students
and teachers to use those on
one website or app. However,
when issues with Turnitin.
com and Powerschool arise,
the consolidiation effort falters. Theology teacher Rob
Garavaglia has noticed this in
his usage of the app, and used
the “limiting” aspects of the
app as an example.
Teachers also see the potential in using an system like
Canvas. Many think that if a
number of the wrinkles are
ironed out and more classes
begin to use the system, it
will make grading papers and
other assignments more convenient. In fact, progress has
already been made to smooth
some of the wrinkles, as Nunziante has contacted Canvas
support to report the issues.
“I think the software has
a lot of potential even with the
little quirks we’re having right
now,” said Nunziante. “But
I think, overall, what it can
ultimately do for the school,
the students—frankly for the
students mostly—is a unified
way where you can get assignments, homework, and study.
For the teachers, too, it would
be one place where you can
pretty much do everything.”
Science teacher Megan
Menne, who uses Canvas to
give and grade quizzes and
assignments in addition to
sharing documents and other
files, said, “If Canvas was the
one stop shop, I think (students) would like it a lot better.”
“I think it’s been a mixed
bag so far, and part of that is
because not everybody is using it. Students might not be
used to using it regularly,”
said theology teacher Jon Ott,
who would not say whether
or not he would recommend
for the school to adapt the
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Duggan receives Archbishop May Service Award Scholar Bowl takes

second at Districts to
end year
BY Nick Messina
CORE STAFF

I

Jerry Duggan (second from left), his parents, and grandmother before receiving the award.
BY Billy Balossi and Jack
Casey
STAFF

E

ach year, a student from
St. Louis U. High’s senior
class is chosen to receive the
Archbishop John L. May
Service award for his selfless
work in the community. On
April 13, senior Jerry Duggan received this award from
Bishop Edward Rice along
with 27 other students, one
from each high school in
the Archdiocese of St. Louis.
In addition to the prestigious award, Duggan participated in a day of service
with the other recipients and
received a $500 cash award.
The selection process
began last November, when
Campus Ministry invited

students to submit their application. These applications
focused on outlining the individual’s service experiences
and what service means to
them. Around 15 students
submitted applications, all
with stellar records of commitment to service throughout their four years of high
school. However, Duggan
stood out because of his work
away from the SLUH community with his parish, St. Vincent De Paul.
“I live in the city in a diverse area which made me realize there was a need for the
service right in my neighborhood,” said Duggan. “Doing
service at my parish made me
feel like I was making an impact in the immediate com-

munity.”
Duggan works throughout the year at his parish’s
food pantry—around 150
hours in total—packaging
and delivering food to needy
families who live in his neighborhood.
In addition, Duggan
worked extensively during his
junior year as NHS head of
service, coordinating service
days and logging student’s
hours. Despite all his work,
Duggan was surprised to
learn that he had earned the
recognition.
“I can think of 50 candidates who could have won
this award, which really says
something about the SLUH
community,” said Duggan. “I
didn’t even expect to be nomi-
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nated in the first place so the
fact that I won was a complete
shock.”
Choosing
Duggan
seemed easy for campus
minister Simonie Anzalone
though, due to his admirable
effort and countless hours he
put in throughout the year
without ever asking for praise.
“He’s a quiet guy and I
think he often flies under the
radar, but he’s doing some
really amazing work in our
community, said Anzalone.
“I think it’s awesome that he’s
being recognized for it.”
Moving forward, Duggan hopes to involve himself
in the world of service at Mizzou next year, though he may
choose a different area to focus on.

Latin scholars take home copious awards from MOJCL

Rome-coming kings Matt Smith and Dominick Gherardini getting crowned.
BY Joseph
REPORTER

L

Hartung

ast week, a group of students led by Latin teacher
Jennifer Ice and theology
teacher James Page, S.J., participated in the State Latin
Convention, where they took
part in various events ranging
from lectures to yoga.
The Convention is held
every year as close to April 21
(the founding date of Rome)
as possible. Schools from all
around the state sent groups,
hoping to claim awards in
some of the many competitions offered. The night before the academic events took
place, students tried their
hand at fun and creative activities including dramatic

interpretation,
impromptu
art, open certamen, and oral
modern myth.
In addition to these activities, a spirit competition
called ‘Rome-coming’ was
held in the gymnasium of
Rock Bridge High School.
Pitting two representatives
from each group against each
other in series of contests, this
convention-wide event is typically considered the most important part of Friday night.
The contests involve chariot
(wheelbarrow) racing, a scavenger hunt, a talent show, and
a skit. SLUH was represented
by Matt Smith and Dominick
Gherardini, who, through
their great effort, were able to
win the contest.
After these concluded,
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the LatinBills returned to
their hotel, where they stayed
up all night long playing video
games, making waffles, consuming copious amounts of
caffeine, and playing pranks
on one another.
“I love the Friday nights,”
said sophomore Kevin Murati. “We had a waffle party and
played Super Smash Bros.”
“I’ve always made the
boys go to the Friday night
events. I don’t think people
would have as much fun if
they didn’t do the Friday night
stuff,” said Ice.
The following day, the
more serious events took
place. These included a chess
tournament, culture trivia,
and a costume contest. Not
least of all was competitive

Certamen, which is widely
considered to be the most important event at the convention.
“It’s basically an offshoot of scholar bowl that is
all focused on Latin history,
mythology, culture, and language.” said Liam Heffernan,
a member of the intermediate
level Certamen team.
Students were quizzed on
the aforementioned categories and had to press a buzzer
quickly to indicate that they
are ready to answer.
Missouri Junior Classical
League Convention (MOJCL)
elections were also held on
Saturday. However, the only
SLUH student who ran was
not elected.
The Latin Bills were
very happy with their performance, with many students
placing highly in a variety of
categories. Of the three Certamen sections both the beginner (freshman) and intermediate (sophomore) SLUH
teams took first place, with
the advanced level (juniors/
seniors) placing lower as a
result of struggles with grammar.
“Overall, as a school we
did very well—I think we won
over 60 awards,” said Heffernan.
The group of students
that attended chalked up their
success to the spirit and enthusiasm of the team.
“You need to be passionate. If you’re really passionate
about something, you certainly do better. It made us strive
(for success),” said Ice.

n a decidedly lackluster
conclusion to a promising
season, the St. Louis U. High
Scholar Bowl team ended its
run with a second place finish at the District tournament
at St. Mary’s High School on
April 16.
The tournament featured
only three teams—Nerinx,
SLUH, and Clayton. SLUH
was represented by seniors
Paul Daues, Michael Brennan, Michael Hayes, and Nick
Messina and juniors Alex
Hymes and Brian Price. Since
so few teams entered the finals, the day was played in
a round-robin format, with
each team playing each other
once, as opposed to the standard bracket format.
Districts also featured a
different question format: 50
questions, as opposed to the
normal 20. The game was also
broken up into quarters, rather than halves.
“I thought (the new format) was interesting, but I
didn’t like it as much, really,”
said senior Michael Brennan.
“Maybe it was a familiarity
thing, but it threw us for a
loop.”
Since there were more
questions, there were also
more points available—the
point cap was raised from 600
total points to 900.
Starting at 2:00 p.m.,
Nerinx and SLUH played
their first round match while
Clayton took a bye round in
the break room. SLUH took
an early lead and Nerinx never recovered from the deficit.
The final score was in favor
of SLUH, 570-90. Some fan
favorite questions involved
Bernie Sanders, Carmen, and
Ray Bradbury.
“It broke my heart that I
couldn’t answer (the question

about Bernie Sanders) myself,
but luckily Michael Brennan
was there to make the play,”
said senior Michael Hayes.
After their round with
Nerinx, SLUH had a bye round
and munched on snacks and
practiced a few questions with
some St. Mary’s students who
were helping run the event.
Clayton beat Nerinx in the
second round.
At the beginning of the
third round, Clayton and
SLUH mutually agreed on
not playing a second round
against each other, which
would have happened given
the Districts rules. Since the
two teams had to play each
other once in the round robin
format, but the two teams already qualified for the finals,
they would have had to play
two consecutive rounds.
Thankfully for SLUH,
they only had to play Clayton
once.
At the end of the first
quarter, Clayton was up by 50
points—that was the closest
that SLUH ever got to them.
“Clayton played a stellar
match on Saturday. They were
at the top of their game, and
unfortunately we weren’t able
to outplay them,” said Hayes.
Clayton took the District
title, as well as a ticket to Sectionals, with a score of 610270 against the SLUH team.
As the day wound down,
awards and medals were given
out to players on all the teams
and Clayton and SLUH were
given their respective first and
second place plaques.
“You know, we didn’t go
in with many expectations
and I don’t think we were
looking for a title,” said Brennan. “That being said, it would
have been nice to win, but it
seemed like everyone was satisfied with the outcome.”

Summer at SLUH
Over the summer, a variety activities, enrichment courses,
and athletic camps will be held on campus. Below is a list of
several. For grade school students wanting more information, visit summer.sluh.org.

Academic Camps
Acting: Improvisation
Chemistry: What’s In This Stuff?
Physics
Robotics
2
SEA (Summer Enrichment in
Algebra)
Storywriting
Upward Bound

Athletic Camps
Baseball
Basketball
Football
Golf
Lacrosse
Tennis
Volleyball
Wrestling
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Annual APES lab sorts compost, recycling, and Group to discuss Canvas,
decision expected soon
trash; resulting data “discouraging”
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The separated lunch waste after Wednesday’s AP Environmental Science class.
BY Connor FitzGerald and
tial for it is.”
Sam Heagney
EDITORS
Despite the education
and calls to action students
n keeping with a tradition have heard about where food
started in 2011, the AP En- waste should go, this year’s
vironmental Science (APES) data suggests that students at
class spent its final block day St. Louis U. High do not make
class sorting the trash, recy- much of an attempt to put
cling, and compost bins, and their waste in the correct bins.
the data is disappointing.
Along with the general apathy
The 22-student class of students toward throwspent all 80 minutes of the first ing their waste in the wrong
period on Wednesday sorting bins, students also throw
the waste collected from the away things that are not waste
Si Commons on Monday and items. Of the waste from the
Tuesday from both the lunch
periods. The class was divided
into three groups—one for
the compost bins, one for the
recycling bins, and one for
the landfill bins—in order to
separate waste, weigh it, and
place it in the correct bins.
“I guess mostly out of the
context of the course itself,
part of it is being responsible
in trying to reduce our footprint on the earth as much
as we can,” said APES teacher
Bill Anderson when asked
what the motivation was to
start the lab back in the 20112012 school year. “One of the four lunch periods the APES
big ways is in the waste mate- class examined, many uneaten
rials that we generate. I treat it food items, along with 18 silas kind of a learning experi- verware items, were thrown
ence for (APES students) and in the trash, an average of 4.5
for the school as a whole so we silverware items per lunch pecan see what we’re doing with riod.
our waste and what we should
If students were to throw
be doing and what the poten- away silverware at this rate

I

over the course of a month,
roughly 180 forks, knives, and
spoons would be thrown away
when they should have been
washed and reused—and
more astounding, over 1500
silverware items would be
thrown away per year at this
rate.
Over the past years, Food
Service Consultants and the
administration have limited
the number of items in the
Commons that actually need
to be sent to landfills. Except

to go to landfill. Students did
fairly well at keeping recycling
out of the trash bins—recycling in the trash made up
only 14 percent, by volume, of
the contents of those bins. The
other 74 percent of the contents of the trash bins were all
items that should have been
composted. Some of these
were items that students may
not know can be composted, such as the fry boats and
plastic cups, but many were
thrown in the trash out of laziness, like uneaten food.
While sorting through
the trash, students in the class
were struck by the terrible
smell and surprising inaccuracy of themselves and their
peers.
“I’m gonna make sure
my friends know what goes
where,” said senior Matt Nester in class.
“I’m actually gonna start
putting stuff in the right place,”
said senior John Schwartz later in the period.
Though Anderson continues to put faith in students
to improve each year, it has yet
to happen since the class has
been doing this lab.
“It’s discouraging to see it
be the same pretty much year
in and year out,” said Anderson. “Granted there are some
irregularities (in the data over
the past years) because things

These graphs represent
the data collected by the
APES class over Monday’s
and Tuesday’s lunch periods. The measurmements
judged by the mass of the
items. On the left is the
percent amount of different waste types in the
landfill bins. On the right
is the same stat in the recycling bins.

for chip bags, candy wrappers, and ice cream, anything
else sold in the Commons can
either be composted or recycled. The changes apparently
haven’t caught on among the
student body. Only 12 percent,
by mass, of the items found in
the trash bins actually needed

The comic does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Prep News or St. Louis U. High.

have changed, but we’re not
doing nearly as good of a job
as we’re capable of, and it’s unfortunate because it’s even easier now. Virtually everything
in the cafeteria is compostable, and that was the smallest
amount of material that was
put in the right place.”

comic | Luke Kammerer

(continued from page 1)

system for next year. “That’s
part of the inherent limitation, when not everybody is
using it. But there have been
some issues with grading papers and students having access to the comments.”
English teacher Terry
Quinn, who would not go on
record as to whether or not he
would recommend Canvas for
next year, described it like the
student planner he would purchase for college then seldom
use. It depends on the type of
person who is using (or not
using) the system—student
and teacher both.
AP Economics teacher
Kevin Foy was one of the few
members of the faculty willing
to go on the record in favor of
using the system next year.
Describing the benefits of
Canvas in economic terms, he
believes it is far more efficient
than any other substitute, and
the marginal benefit of using it outweighs the marginal
cost.
Foy believes that many of
the negative reviews concerning the system are because of
the transition, explaining that
a number of his students simply don’t like it because it will
force them to take the time to
learn it. As a result, he has taken a no excuses policy when
it comes to Canvas, and has
worked to help his students
learn it.
He has done so because
he believes in the long-term
effects the investment in
time will yield. Foy has especially found potential in the
quiz function of Canvas. Not
only can teachers save time
by grading with Canvas, but
they can also use a quiz bank
function to prevent cheating.
The quiz bank, which allows
teachers to upload more than
10 questions for a 10 question
quiz, then jumbles both the
questions and the answers (if
it’s a multiple choice quiz) to
avoid infractions concerning
academic integrity.
Foy also sees potential in
the module function of Canvas. Much like with an online
driving school, the module has
the ability to walk a student
through a number of different
lessons in order to expand the
reach of the classroom. It can
include videos, quizzes, and
other forms of media, and can
be useful to study for AP tests
or review material on days
when students are absent.
Meanwhile,
history
teacher Anne Marie Lodholz,
who is not sure whether or
not she will recommend
Canvas for next year, has experimented with the group
project function of the system. The function, which has
students submit all parts of a
project into the same place,
did “the best job” Lodholz has
ever seen organizing the project, while it would’ve been a
“mess” on Turnitin.com.
“If Canvas worked the
way it is supposed to work, it
would be awesome,” she said.
“But, the problem is that it
doesn’t always work the way
it’s supposed to.”

3

Many students have
agreed with this assessment,
and recognize both the limits
and the potential of the system.
“I really haven’t found
any issues with it at all. It’s
pretty similar to Google Drive,
but’s it’s all in one place,” said
freshman Charlie Steenberge
whose biology class used
Google Classroom, another
type of LMS with more limited capabilities, last semester. “If everything starts using
Canvas, it’ll all be in one place
and a little bit easier.”
“A little while back, I totally bombed this quiz. It was
terrible. I was thinking, ‘what
would happen if I can improve
on my next one?’ So you can
type in, ‘what if I get a 100
on the next one,’” said senior
Michael Brennan, who uses
Canvas for his Alienated Hero
class with Quinn. “It helps me
project what I need to do for
the rest of the class.You can
just fiddle around with your
scores and have a little bit of
fun. It’s nice, but that’s as far
as I can see (myself using) it.”
Many
underclassmen,
who are more open to technological change in the classroom, agree. For example,
freshman Josh KempkerThetford, who uses it for biology with science teacher Tim
O’Keefe, noted its help with
organization and communication between him O’Keefe.
The system costs $8 per
student to use for a school
year, so it would cost the
school around $8,000 plus
the cost for technical support.
The LMS could be ready for
school-wide use next year,
with several training sessions
for teachers over the summer
and sessions for students at
the beginning of the school
year, Nunziante said. He said
that the cost was “not really
that much for all the benefits
gained from a system like
that.” The current trial period
cost around $6,000, which included the installation fee, he
said.
Nunziante, who came to
the school in his current position in the summer of 2014,
has worked on researching an
LMS for the school to adopt.
In the past, the school has used
Moodle—a “rudimentary system,” he said—and teachers
have experimented with several other kinds of LMS systems like Google Classroom,
Edmodo, and Schoology. He
hopes the system will be given consideration in the next
week and ultimately will be
adopted for next year.
“I feel like we have put
so much work into this. My
personal fear is if this will not
go through that if we will try
again in a few years, it will not
even catch on. People will say,
‘We tried. Why do we have to
try again?’” Nunziante said.
“To be honest, (Canvas) was
the (LMS) that was giving
more with the integration
with PowerSchool and everything. It’s not a perfect one,
but there is no perfect system
out there. I really hope this
thing is going to go through.”
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SLUH students able to
take vitrual classes next
year though JVLA
(continued from page 1)
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Senior Evan Brende and sophomore James Pollard during last night’s rehersal.

(continued from page 1)

They bring something new to
it. The costumes bring something new to it. The lighting
design brings something new
to it,” said McKernan.
McKernan has used
many of the themes he picked
up in improv and implanted
them in the show. Since it’s a
comedy and many characters
are “over the top” according
to McKernan, he’s often given
improvisational license to
the actors to choose how to
change different things.
“There’s the playfulness
that comes from improv. I tell
(the actors) to play with different moves. They’re super
open to that. They don’t get
scared off by me telling them
to play around,” said McKernan.
Part of that freedom
comes from the nature of
the show: it has a small cast.
The eight cast members have
spent five weeks preparing for
their performance. Because
the cast is small and the characters all change from story to
story, each actor plays at least
two characters.
Though the three stories
were all unconnected Kurt
Vonnegut stories to begin
with, they’ve been woven together by a common narrator
and a common theme: love.
“I think the playwright
Aaron Posner put them together because they were all
dealing with love in a kind
of quirky or unusual or fun
ways,” said McKernan.
The three stories are also
connected by one common
character: the narrator Tom
Newton, played by senior
Evan Brende,who has taken
on a larger role than ever
before. He handled over 300
lines for the part, which steers
the entire show.
“It’s very tricky. My first
line is three pages long. It’s
been a really intense experience to keep the order of the
show straight,” said Brende.
Throughout the play,
Newton moves out of the
scenes to talk directly with the
audience, a move that Brende
described as surprising and

jumpy for the audience. McKernan’s improvisation past is
easily visible in Newton’s involvement with the audience,
a constant theme in McKernan’s improv shows. The character not only speaks with
the audience, but Brende has
been given lots of freedom for
improvising, a responsibility
that has made him both excited and nervous.
“It’s been a lot of fun because I get to interact with the
audience,” said Brende. “The
audience might not be expecting how much I break the
fourth wall.”
The show itself opens
with the first story, “Long
Walk to Forever,” which focuses on a young soldier
who returns to war because
the love of his life is marrying another man. He asks her
on a walk and “love just happens” from there, according
to Brende. In this story, Newton isn’t a character in the
scene, but has lines dispersed
throughout the scene to interact with the audience.
The second story, the
namesake of the play, is about
“love when you’re very, very
shy” according to McKernan. It is centered around a
small town’s play production
and Harry (played by sophomore James Pollard), the shy
hardware clerk who sheds
his sheepishness once he’s on
stage. Harry has to deal with
interest of the new actress,
Helene. Helene is not as bashful as Harry, who is “completely shy and pushes everyone away” when’s he’s not
acting, according to senior
Chris Weingart.
“It deals with how to
continue to stay attracted to
someone, how people actually relate to each other in an
unusual way,” said McKernan.
The final story, originally
“Go Back To Your Precious
Wife And Son,” is about a
man who left his wife and son
to elope with Gloria Hilton
(played by Denise Angieri),
who is “basically Marilyn
Monroe” according to Weingart, who plays Roy Crocker
in this story. The piece is told

through the lens of Newton
selling a bathtub enclosure
to Hilton and George Murra,
played by sophomore Pierce
Hastings.
“The third one has the
most ups and downs. Someone leaves his wife. That one
deals with love that isn’t always seen through rose colored glasses,” said McKernan.
Though each scene is
connected in a way, they are
all still their own stories that
offer different points of view
on love.
“They all have these moments of being really funny
and then really poignant Vonnegut nuggets of real meaning
or some kind of truth,” said
McKernan.
Schulte Theater stalwarts Kathryn Whitaker and
Joe Schulte have both helped
mentor McKernan.
Set designer Tim Moore
once again took charge of
the set, though it wasn’t too
much of a tall order this time
around. The set features lots

of little, simple pieces that are
moved on and off often in the
flurry of quick scenes.
Chorus teacher Addie
Akin also lent a hand for the
only song in the show, which
repeats itself throughout the
production, adding different
verses each time. The cast performs it at the opening, at the
end of act one, and at the end
of the show.
“It’s like the bookend of
the show,” said Weingart.
The show will also be
a studio show, meaning the
seating is moved onto the
stage, shrinking the audience
and bringing it much closer to
the show.
“They’re smaller stories
and I think they belong in a
smaller setting,” said McKernan. “It would feel too distant
to do it regularly.”
Since McKernan has
found the scripted approach
so fun, he hopes to direct another next year, in addition to
a return of the improv show.

-lus course offered online
through JVLA or a Calculus
III evening course offered at
Washington University.
Since the conclusion of
Imagining 18 in February
of 2015, Arabic has been on
SLUH’s to-do list for courses.
Foreign Language Department chair Rob Chura started
after school Arabic sessions
taught by St. Louis University’s George Simon, who
teaches Arabic there.
“We would very much
like to have our own Arabic
program at some point; that’s
no secret to anybody,” Moran
said. “But as we’re sort of in
this middle step here of working with Mr. Simon from St.
Louis U. and the meetings he’s
hosting and we want those to
continue, but we’re not quite
at the point of being ready to
hire a full time faculty member to teach courses.”
Joining JVLA also allows
for connection with students
from other Jesuit high schools
through forums, chat rooms,
and similar courses.
“We’ve also recently
been pushing for more connectedness with our Jesuit
high schools beyond our
walls—global awareness,” said
Moran. “JVLA is along those
same lines. It’s national, not
international, but it still has
connectedness with Jesuit
high schools nationally.”
Although SLUH will
be an official member in the
2016-2017 school year, the
school has still been involved
in JVLA through two teachers: former Chinese teacher
Ching-Ling Tai and current
computer-science teacher and
varsity baseball coach Steve
Nicollerat.
Some students make
assumptions about virtual
courses that aren’t true, like
thinking that an online course

is similar to an independent
study course.
“That couldn’t be further
from the truth,” Nicollerat
said. “An online class is not
an independent study. It requires persistence, it requires
responsibility and timeliness;
you are moving along with
other students that are not in
this geographic place—they’re
all over.”
Tai teaches different levels of the Chinese language
through JVLA, while Nicollerat teaches a C++ Programming course in the fall and is
currently developing an Introduction to Computer Science course for spring of the
next school year.
“The expectations that
they have for their teachers—it’s not a blow-off kind of
thing,” Nicollerat said. “They
really try to do a good job to
teach the teachers in an online
environment how to connect
with the kids. Because it’s not
easy teaching online.”
Nicollerat has taught
through JVLA for about seven
years.
“I think it’s really neat
to meet kids across the country—girls and boys that
I would not have had the
chance to meet had I just been
teaching at St Louis U. High,”
said Nicollerat. “It is fascinating to meet some of these
kids.”
The administration will
send out an email for JVLA
registration during this summer. The cost for each course
is a few hundred dollars,
though SLUH will provide financial aid if necessary.
“That interconnectedness that JVLA gives us is
something that is hugely beneficial and right in line with
our goal just to be more globally aware and more connected,” Moran said.

PN Pocket Puzzles
Note: Across numbers are located in top left of squares, and down numbers are located in the top right of squares.

1.

2.

3.

4.

2.

2.

3.

2.

1.

3.

4.

5.

3.

1.

4.

4.

5.

5.

ACROSS
1 Wears a square hat
2 2011 Oscar winner for Cinemetography
3 Hood
4 Mayans leftovers
5 Hard work

1.

5.

DOWN
1 There are four of these on
a monopoly board (abbr.)
2 Inhuman grave robber
3 Awkward with water bottles
4 Incurable disease
5 Mob boss

ACROSS
1 Girl pal
2 Condition of your dad’s
high school shirts
3 One big pig (2 words)
4 Must have some of this if
you’re brave
5 Money do

DOWN
1 Spins all summer
2 Francis Park home team
3 Puppy love
4 Short-term baby break
5 Forgot about ___
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Pick of the Lot
Wrangling for our attention

BY Matthew
STAFF

D

Book

own in the student parking lot, there is a certain
type of car that breaks the
doldrums of the early-to mid
2000’s sedans and SUVs, and
is both common and an SUV.
That is right, I’m talking about
the Jeep Wrangler.
Yes, the single most numerous car driven by SLUH
students might just be a
30-year-old serious off-roading machine derived from a
military vehicle. Although it
may seem a bit odd, Wranglers rely on different selling
points than your typical midsized SUV. For one thing, you
can take the roof and doors
off, and when you do, you
transform it from a winter
safety cell to a carefree summer cruiser, ready to tear up
either a beach or a two-track
dirt road with the same messy
kind of joy.
Despite rather grim origins in World War II, the big
draw of the Wrangler is that,
as in the war, the current Jeep
has an improvisational quality—pitching in wherever
needed, filling many roles
besides the one for which it
was designed. Want to cross
a muddy stream on your
farm? No problem. Need to
get home safely in a snowstorm? Nothing to it. Want
to take a road trip to the Gulf
Coast? Take off the top and
you have a convertible beachcomber. Need to grab a bite to

eat in Kirkwood and want to
look like an adventurous and
trendy outdoorsman with a
keen eye for the natural world
and the Polo outlet store, but
a pickup truck is a little too
farmer-y, a Hummer is a little
too Los Angeles drug dealer,
and a Range Rover is a bit over
budget? Look no further.
Not only will it fit every
social situation, but if you find
that it is in some way lacking,
modifying it to bring it up to
task is as easy as a simple peruse through eBay. There really isn’t any other car that has
so many after market parts
available: Roof racks, brush
guards, light bars, lift kits,
winches, rock rails, snorkels,
custom hoods, and tire covers are just some of the most
common accessories seen
added to Wranglers in our lot.
While these make great
hobby cars and encourage
personal tailoring, it is also
not surprising that such a macho car is popular amongst us
high school boys. Their boxy,
army tough physique can almost make you feel as invincible as the US Army. That big,
boxy bodywork hides a 285
horsepower V6, which means,
despite those outward appearances, this turns out to be a
sporty ride.
Beyond the selling point
of just being cool, Wranglers
do fall a little bit behind in another major criteria: everyday
comfort. Remember that these
cars are designed to crawl over
rocks, so on pavement steering feels a little mushy. Gas
mileage varies based on year,
but is usually between 13 and
19 mpg. Big ride height and
chunky tires also don’t like

high speeds very much and
tend to result in shaking at
high speeds. Soft top versions
are also notoriously noisy.
Does any of that really
matter though? Clearly not.
We can stand a little noise and
vague steering is a small price
to pay for a car that gives you
the freedom to drive places
other than paved roads and
makes you look good while
on said paved roads.
Back in 1940, Ford and
Willys (pronounced “willis” not “will-eez”) built three
original jeeps: the Willys
Quad, MA, and MB, that the
“Greatest Generation” used
while liberating Europe and
the Pacific. After the war had
ended, Jeep capitalized on the
name recognition that they
had earned with the troops
and through propaganda.
Their first civilian model, the
CJ-2A, was basically the same
as a military model, but with
a few modifications and extras
like a higher windshield and
the iconic spare tire. The first
model with the name “Wrangler” officially went on sale in
1987 and has undergone only
three major redesigns in the
past 29 years.
To sum up the Wrangler and all of its appeals, I
will let Jeep themselves do
the talking; “For 75 years the
Jeep brand has been indelibly
linked to freedom, adventure,
authenticity and passion. The
brand’s unwavering commitment to strength and meaningful engineering has helped
forge an extraordinary, uncommon bond between the
vehicles and their owners.”
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From to left to right: Luke and John Sansone (carpool Trey Saleeby lurks in back), Mike Harris,
and Westin Biermann with their respective Wranglers.
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Sustainability places third in
contest, has big plans for the future
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Senior Sam Heagney and junior Sam Chechik map out Sustainability’s plan for the future.

(continued from page 1)

The United States Green
Buildings Council runs the
Green Schools Quest. One of
the main facets of the competition is the equal budget for
all schools competing in the
quest so that better-endowed
schools cannot outspend lesser-endowed schools. SLUH
was given $250 and tasked
with creating an effective, sustainable impact that is costefficient both now and down
the road.
SLUH won third place
based on their educational
video, designs for educational
signage, and paper about the
problems at SLUH and the
club’s goals both currently
and in the future. The club
also wants to implement the
educational videos into Freshman Orientations along with
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior class meetings in order to
combat the issue of food waste
at SLUH.
“(One of our main goals
was) to just make better signage for the bins so that people know which one is which
and what goes where,” said
senior Sam Heagney. “We also
aimed to make a video that
would be given at Freshman
Orientation so that as soon as
students come into the school
they know how the recycling,
compost, and waste system at
SLUH works, so that we won’t

have these problems over four
years.”
The club used data from
previous years’ AP Environmental Science labs, in which
the students sorted through
each bin in the Commons to
see how well their peers were
recycling, composting, and
sending waste to the landfill. The data from these labs,
along with data from a schoolwide survey on food waste
sent out last spring, helped
the club gauge the size of the
problem at SLUH.
Along with their data
analysis and video work,
the Sustainability Club also
teamed up earlier this year
with Student Council to create homeroom presentations
to spark interest in the club
and inform the student population of the goals of Sustainability. They also established a
core group of students along
with moderator Anne Marie
Lodholz—called the “green
crew”—that would stand at
waste bins in the Commons
and tell students in which bins
their waste should go.
“There is confusion
among SLUH (students) on
where to put things,” said junior Sam Chechik. “These
homeroom presentations and
the lunch guys were combatting that.”
Despite the efforts of the
Sustainability Club, many
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problems persist with students putting their trash in
the incorrect bin. Every time
a compost bin at SLUH is
contaminated, the composting company fines the school
three dollars. The contamination of a compost bin can
be as simple as putting one
plastic bag in the bin. The
composting company does
not typically fine users on
each contaminated compost
bin; however, the SLUH community has contaminated so
many compost bins that the
company implemented a system of fines for the school.
“I’m excited about this
year’s project because I think
there’s the potential to continue integrating it in the future,”
said Lodholz.
The group’s work in previous years has been similarly
successful. In 2014, the club
used its $250 budget to buy
insulation for pipes in the Jwing basement at SLUH. The
project’s tangibility and effectiveness pushed SLUH to
a second place finish in 2014.
Because of the insulation, the
group estimated that the pipe
insulation would save SLUH
about $5,000 in energy costs
over the course of a year.
In the future, Lodholz
wants the club to educate
students further and to get
out in front of the problem in
order be proactive instead of
reactive. Lodholz also wants
to continue to work on food
waste at SLUH throughout
next year.
“This year, we always felt
like we were playing catch
up—we screw up, how do we
fix it,” said Lodholz. “What
we’d like to do is to go into
next year with that integrated
institutionally.”
The group was notified of
its third place finish on April
12. The club will receive both
a trophy and a cash award of
$250 for its performance. The
prizes will be awarded to the
group at a later date.
“It was nice to finally go
out successfully because I’ve
been on the club for years
and we’ve done great work,
but the projects have never
fully manifested,” said Heagney. “To have something tangible—such as a trophy or a
check—was a nice way to end
my sustainability career.”
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Lacrosse suffers first loss to nationally-ranked MICDS

Senior Pat Broughton (right) takes a face-off against MICDS.
BY Matt Godar
STAFF

T

he Saint Louis U. High
Laxbills suffered their first
in-state loss Tuesday, 10-8 to
MICDS.
MICDS is ranked No. 1
in Missouri and 47th nationally with six players currently
committed to play Division I
lacrosse in college.
“It was intimidating, but
coach kept telling us that we
could play with them, that we
were on their level,” said sophomore long-stick midfielder
Cooper Nichols.

The game began on a sour
note for the team, as MICDS
scored less than two minutes
into the first quarter. Junior attacker Will Farroll fired back
about halfway through the
quarter, tying the game off a
crisp assist from senior middie Michael Hall. Four minutes
later, Farroll scored again after
receiving a pass from senior
middie David Stolz.
“We were moving the ball
well, finding the seams in the
defense, and just exploiting
their mistakes,” said Farroll.
As the second quarter

Water polo continues
dominating season
BY Matthew
STAFF

A

Book

n exciting week of water polo included the
highest scoring game of the
season, redemption for last
season against Chicago team
Fenwick, a black eye, and a
harrowing 8-7 win against Illinois No. 2 ranked Stevenson
for a first place De Smet invite
tournament finish.
Last Thursday night,
SLUH’s bracket of the De
Smet invitational tournament
began with a game against the
Kirkwood Pioneers. The game
ended with a record score of
21-1. Senior Mark Franz led
the team with five goals, three
of which came during an onslaught in the last 1:48 of the
second quarter. Seniors Michael Krause and Michael
Niese and sophomore Nick
Mattingly each contributed
two goals as well. Junior Luke
Smith scored his first varsity
goal late in the third period.
The next day, the Jr. Bills
beat Oakville 18-2 and then
Parkway West the next morning 13-2. At 3:30 on Saturday,
in the first round of semi finals, a much anticipated game
against the Fenwick Friars
ended in a 13-3 win. This
game was especially meaningful due to last year’s loss to
Fenwick in the final game of
the same tournament. Franz

put up another five goals and
seniors Chris Kreienkamp
and Thomas O’Brien and
sophomore John Burke each
scored two goals.
With nine seconds left
in the first quarter something
very unusual happened. Senior captain Dan Walsh stole
a pass from a Fenwick player
who responded by grabbing
Walsh and punching him in
the face (for all of you wondering this week where Walsh
got that black eye from, there
you go). Luckily, this all transpired right in front of the referee, who promptly ejected
him from the game with a
misconduct or brutality foul,
which also suspended him
from the next game.
“For the game to be as
lopsided as it was was a bit
surprising; Fenwick has a really strong program,” said
head coach Paul Baudendistel.
After Fenwick SLUH
faced their biggest threat of
the season yet: second ranked
Illinois team, Stevenson from
Chicago. Their 8-4 loss from
earlier this month in the York
Tournament, to another team
from the Chicago area, thirdranked Lyons Township,
weighed heavily on everyone’s
minds going into the game.
After an explosive first quarter, the Jr. Bills were up 5-0.
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began, MICDS scored within
two minutes yet again, tying
the game at two. Shortly after,
MICDS took the lead on a goal
from five yards out. Neither
team scored for the remainder
of the quarter, with MICDS on
top 3-2 as the first half came to
a close.
“I think we showed pretty
quickly that we weren’t here because of luck, that we could play
with them,” said senior goalie
Jack Perryman.
MICDS continued their
trend of early goals, scoring just
50 seconds into the second half,

but the Jr. Bills answered a minute later, as senior middie Pat
Flood scored on a bounce shot
11 yards out.
Both teams went scoreless
for the next seven minutes, until junior attacker Pat Howley
wrestled the ball away from
three defenders to score and tie
the game from five yards.
“We had a lot of energy,
and we were doing well with
possession and taking all the
right shots,” said junior middie
Nolan Corker.
The Bills seemed to have
claimed the momentum in the

third quarter, until MICDS
once again took the lead with
just two seconds left in the
quarter.
“It was a real momentum
shifter,” said Nichols. “But it
also made us want to play a lot
better in the fourth.”
MICDS once again began
the quarter hot, dominating
possession and scoring three
goals in three minutes to jump
to a four-goal lead. Suddenly
the Jr. Bills were faced with an
intimidating task: coming back
from a four-goal deficit against
the No. 1 team in the state.
The Laxbills responded
quickly as Hall scored off of an
assist from freshman phenom
Charlie Carse. Then, less than
a minute later, Hall ripped in
another goal off an assist from
Farroll. Just as things began to
go the Bills’ way, MICDS scored
two goals off of back-to-back
faceoffs to undo Hall’s work.
Despite late goals from
Flood and junior middie Anthony Hughes, the lead was
too much to overcome, and the
Laxbills fell by a score of 10-8.
“We played pretty well I
thought, but in the end we just
couldn’t pull it out,” said junior
middie Jerry Howe.
The Laxbills will next
take on De Smet in the famed
Fr. Marco Cup this Saturday at
SLUH at 4 p.m.

Baseball travels to Kentucky,
picks up four more wins

Senior John Brinkman rounds third in his walk off against DuBourg.
BY Nick Gima
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High baseball team returned
to its winning ways this past week, picking
up four more wins.
The Bills traveled to Paducah, Ky. last
weekend to take part in the Dinger Bat Wooden Classic, which featured over 20 teams in the
region.
SLUH took on Briarcrest Christian school
from Memphis in the first of three games. Senior John Brinkman started the game on the
mound, and ended it there as well.
For the second time this season, a SLUH
pitcher tossed a no-hitter, a rare feat to say the
continued on page 7 least.
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“My arm felt great all game, and it felt
amazing to beat a team as good as Briarcrest,” said Brinkman.
The SLUH offense managed to produce
a pair of runs thanks to RBIs from juniors
Nick Peccola and Jacob Safarian, which
paved the way to a 2-0 victory.
In the second game, the Bills were
matched up against Marshall County High
School with sophomore Matt Bauer getting
the start. The offense got going early, scoring three runs in the bottom of the third, and
then four more in the sixth and seventh innings to secure a 7-0 win.
“We were really swinging the bats well,

continued on page 7
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Golf takes
fifth in
Webster Cup
Beats rival
Chaminade
BY Andrew
STAFF

Modder

T

his past Monday, the St.
Louis U. High varsity
golf team traveled to Crescent
Farms Golf Club in Eureka,
where they placed fifth out of
22 teams in the Webster Cup.
Then, on Tuesday, the Jr. Bills
faced off against the Chaminade Red Devils for the second time this season and
beat them this time, by three
strokes.
On Monday, five Jr. Bills
participated in the Webster
Cup: senior Scott Berger, juniors Michael Rackers and
Max Twardowski, and sophomores Jack Wachter and Louie Perotti. The team took fifth
place in the tournament.
“We have layered some
things with our tournaments
where the expectation is always to go out and win, and
if that layer doesn’t happen
then layer two would be we go
out and place high,” said head
coach Scott Gilbert.
The competition was
extremely high, as the Marquette players combined for
a total score of 302, claiming
the first place title mainly due
to first and second place individual finishes by Frankie
Thomas, who shot a two-over
par 74, and Austin Schettler,
who shot a three-over par 75.
Chaminade came in second, followed by De Smet,
then Vianney, who, despite
being tied with SLUH, took
fourth place due to a scorecard tiebreaker for the fifth
golfer’s score.
“Even though we didn’t
go out and win the thing, we
satisfied the second layer in
placing high and with the
exception of Chaminade we
did (beat) all of the teams in
our District,” said Gilbert.
SLUH’s top-five finish
was aided by a four-over par
76 from Wachter, who won
third place individually out
of 115 golfers in a scorecard
playoff.
“I played well,” said
Wachter. “I hit a lot of fairways which helped contribute
to my 76, and even though I
could have gone lower overall
I was happy with the day.”
In addition to Wachter’s
76, Perotti fired a 79, Rackers an 80, Twardowski 84, and
Berger 87, leading to an overall team total of 319.
“With the tournaments
we have been in, these are
some high quality tournaments with a lot of great programs and we have had a second place finish, a fourth, and
two fifth place finishes,” said
Gilbert.
In addition to the Web-

continued on page 8
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“I don’t think Stevenson
expected us to be as fast and
as aggressive as we played,” explained Walsh. We definitely
had them reeling in the first
quarter. Stevenson was our
third game of the day and we
were all tired but when we saw
we scored five in the first we
really pushed as a team for the
win.”
Tides turned in the
second quarter. SLUH’s offense stalled due to repeated
turnovers and was shut out
for only the third quarter of
60 this season. Worse, those
turnovers created counterattack chances for Stevenson
and by halftime the score was
a much more worrying 5-3
advantage.
“There were a lot of plays
in the first quarter where a
possession could have gone
either way, and every one of
them went our way,” said Baudendistel. “Second quarter we
were the ones where the goalie
made the save or we hit the
post and theirs were the ones
going in.”
Scoring evened out in the
third—Walsh rifled in a long-

range shot and sophomore Joe
Jellinek put one in the net as
well. The Jr. Bills managed to
hold on to a 7-6 lead going
into the last quarter.
“I think at this point the
team was just tired, and as
Baud always teaches, defense
comes first,” said Kreienkamp.
“So Stevenson definitely did
step up its game in the second
half, but we tried to maintain
our defensive dominance instead of focusing on scoring
goals.”
A minute and a half into
the fourth quarter, they had
to shift that defensive mindset because Stevenson scored.
The score was now tied up at
7-7. Twenty seven seconds
later, it became apparent that
Krause had made a successful shift because he answered
with a goal to put the Jr. Bills
in the lead, 8-7. Over the next
four minutes their defense was
tested over, and over, and over.
Off a timeout with 12 seconds
left, SLUH was whistled for a
perimeter foul, and Stevenson
was granted a free throw shot
from the center of the pool.
Hogan exploded up and made
his most important save of

Senior Patrick Schuler in Tuesday’s rout at Kirkwood, 20-0.

the season, blocking the shot
with his shoulder and forcing
a corner throw in.
“Solid defense and top
class goalkeeping from Jimmy
Hogan really saved us after
Krause’s last goal,” said Walsh.
“As a team, we did a good
job this weekend at noticing
opportunities and finishing,
which we had trouble with in
earlier games,” said Kreienkamp. “Mark Franz and Joe
Jellinek, just to name a few,
did great in the first quarter at
finishing in front of the goal.
(Stevenson) was a very good
team, and it is such a big win
because it allows us to see
that our 8-4 loss against Lyons Township, who was No.
3 in Illinois, was not our best
game.”
While the big win was
certainly exciting for many
reasons, the team has since
shifted its sights toward the
Lindbergh Invite next weekend that could provide chances to play against Lindbergh
and MICDS, both teams that
have historically been strong
and have not yet been played
this season.
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Junior Adam Kleffner yesterday against DuBourg.

(continued from page 6)

and Matt gave us a great performance,” said senior first
baseman Truman Stephens.
In the third and final
game of the weekend, SLUH
took on the Greenwood Gators with senior Anthony Delia starting on the bump. The
Bills started slowly, and were
shut out until the fourth inning when Safarian tied the
game with a solo home run to
left field.
“I didn’t think the ball
was going out when I hit it,
but then I saw it get over the
wall,” said Safarian.
The Bills would roll from
there, cruising to an 11-2 victory in the final game of the
weekend.
“The guys really did a
great job, and did the right
things to win these games,”
said head coach Steve Nicollerat.
Back in St. Louis, the Bills
took on Vianney on Tuesday
night under the lights in Sher-

idan Stadium. Junior Weston
Baker was looking to continue
his dominance on the mound
and did just that, pitching six
shutout innings.
“It’s always fun to play a
high school night game, and it
was just fun being out there,”
said Baker.
The SLUH offense had
the difficult task of going
against Vianney’s ace, sophomore Luke Mann. The Bills
got to him early though, plating a run in the bottom of the
second when Peccola got into
a rundown on first base, allowing Stephens to score from
third.
“It’s a play we practice a
lot, and it was really cool seeing it work in a game,” said
Peccola.
In the third inning,
Brinkman extended the lead
to two with a sacrifice fly to
center field, which scored senior Sam Perry.
Then in the fifth inning,
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the Jr. Bills plated two more
thanks to some small ball. Senior Joe Warnecke led off the
inning with a double to left
center field, and Safarian was
able to bring him in with a
sacrifice bunt two batters later.
Brinkman then brought Safarian home with a deep fly ball,
which one-hopped the wall in
left field, extending the lead to
4-0.
“It was a great high
school game, and the boys really did everything well,” said
Nicollerat.
This would prove to be
enough as the Bills went on to
win by a final score of 4-1, improving their MCC record to
2-2, and their overall record
to 14-2. The Bills are currently
ranked No. 2 in the STLhighschoolsports.com’s baseball
rankings for high school baseball.
The Bills are set to take
on CBC next Wednesday and
then Vianney the next day.

Underclassmen Sports Reports
Track and Field
4/16
Dale Collier Invitational Meet Results:
Blue Springs (162) , SLUH (114), Rockbridge
(82), Kirkwood (73).
100m dash
Sr. Robert Caldwell - 7th place 13.68
Notes: Jr. Jayson Ashford DQ’ed in the prelims
110m hurdles
Sr. Daniel Isom - 1st place 14.95
Jr. Tony Adams - 2nd place 15.02
1,600m run
Sr. Dustan Davidson - 1st place 4:20.05
Notes: Freshman Patrick Hetlage was 12th
and ran a PR of 4:48
200m dash
Jayson Ashford - 1st place 21.76
300m hurdles
Jr. Jaleel Ashford - 3rd place 42.34
3200m run
Sr. Jake Lepak - 7th place 10:08
Jr. Joe Laughlin - 8th place 10:09
400m dash
Jayson Ashford - 1st place 49.95
Jr. Roman Lipinski - 7th place 52.92
800m run
Dustan Davidson - 1st place 1:55.86
Notes: Sr. Eric Butler was 13th in 2:09.14
Discus
Sophomore Sam Evans - 7th place 115-05
Notes: Jr. Tim Mortiz was 15th with a throw

of 91-07
High Jump
Sr. David Jackson - 3rd place 6-01
Sophomore Daniel McMurran - 8th place
5-09
Javelin
Jr. Andrew Pluff - 4th place 134-04
Notes: Jr. David Gordon was 10th with a
throw of 97-06. Pluff also has the school record in the Javelin
Long Jump
Sr. Laith Armouti - 5th place 21-05
Sr. David Jackson - 6th place 21-04.25
Pole Vault
Sean Hruz and Michael Rueckert finish 9th
and 10th, just outside of scoring points, with
jumps of 12-00 and 10-06, respectively
Shot Put
Sophomore Sam Evans - 6th place 42-02.25
Notes: Jr. Sam Harmon finished 10th with a
throw of 38-03
Triple Jump
Sr. Laith Armouti - 6th place 42-09.5
Sr. Sergio Goodwin - 7th place 42-07
Quote from the meet: “I hadn’t raced a 1600
since last June and it felt good to be able to
run 4:20 solo. The meet was a good warmup
for the Kansas relays this weekend,” said Davidson
The track team will compete in the Kansas relays today and tomorrow.

Tennis
4/16
Alton Tournament
First place
No. 1 Doubles Vinny Bartholomew and Mehal Amin (seniors) - First place
No. 2 Doubles David Lord (senior) and Michael Behr (junior) - First place
No. 3 Doubles Ben and Sam Bott (juniors) First place
No. 4 Doubles David Dowd-Nieto (senior)
and Blake Lanter (junior) - First place
No. 5 Doubles Austin Klarsch Matthew
Rauschenbach (seniors) - Second place
4/18
SLUH		
4
De Smet		
5
Key quote: ”They have a really good top three,”
said junior Sam Bott. “It was a tough match.”
Next match: 4/22 vs Parkway South

Volleyball
4/15
Parkway Central Tournament
SLUH			2
Parkway Central		
0

SLUH		
Pattonville

2
0

4/16
SLUH		
Lindbergh

2
0

SLUH		
Lafayette 1

2

SLUH		
De Smet 0

2

4/19
SLUH		
St Mary’s		

2
0

Next match: 4/22 vs. O’Fallon Township

Ultimate
4/17
SLUH		
Eureka		

7
13

4/20
SLUH		
De Smet

0
15

 Jake Lepak, Joe Butler, Jack Waters, Jake Sw—
yers contributed reporting.
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Prep News

Around the Hallways

Dickmann replaces Commons amplifier
Director of Information Technology
Jon Dickmann recently replaced one
of three amplifiers in the Si Commons
that drives the speakers on the west side
of the Commons. Although Dickmann
isn’t sure why the amplifier was having issues, one reason could be that the
equipment in the Commons “has been
on for basically four years,” Dickmann
said. He shipped the old amplifier out
to get it replaced, and that will take 15
to 20 work days. In the meantime, he
switched one of the theater amplifiers
for the Commons one, as it had the
same power rating. Dickmann is still
trying to figure out how to turn off the
Commons system overnight, because
“it probably ages it prematurely,” according to him. It’s this effort that’s trying to prolong the life of the equipment
and save energy at the same time.

KRUNCH TIME
Last Sunday’s Mom Prom drew 430
people
Last Sunday 430 seniors and their moms
arrived around 6 pm at Bissinger’s Caramel Room. People mingled around taking pictures outside until dinner was
served at 7 p.m., which started off with
a salad, moved to a chicken entree, and
finished with a lemon strawberry cake.
After dinner around 8:30 the moms
surprised their sons with a flash mob
dance. The DJ then started playing music for the mothers and sons to dance
to. The event finished around 10 p.m.
This year’s Mom Prom was organized
by Brenetta Underwood and Wanda
Caldwell. Sadly, there was no chocolate
at the chocolate factory venue.
Grandparent’s Mass
Students and grandparents traveled
to the Si Commons on Sunday, April
17, for the annual Grandparents Mass.
Complementary pictures were available before and after the event. Carl
Heumann, S.J., was the celebrant and
homilized about joy in life and how
grandparents bring that joy into the

world. Senior Michael Hall and junior
Sam Chechik gave reflections about
their grandparents, and after Mass, the
guests could munch on cookies and refreshments.

(continued from page 6)

to battle Chaminade.”
Despite a three-under par
32 from the Red Devils’ Joe
Terschluse, the Jr. Bills’ consistency is what ultimately gave
them the victory. Perotti fired
a one-under par 34, Berger an
even-par 35, and Rackers and
Twardowski both contributed
rounds of 36.
“I was very happy and I
think the team was very happy
that we sent a message that
‘hey, you played really good
on Monday and you kind of
blew us out of the water with
the team score, but we turned
right around and showed you
we’re for real,’” said Gilbert.
The Jr. Bills were scheduled to face off against Vianney on Wednesday, but the

JV Tennis
4/15
SLUH			5
Westminster		 1
Key stat: Senior Jack Sinay and junior
Brendan Voigt won 8-6.
4/18
SLUH		
4
De Smet 0
Key stat: Sinay and Voigt won 8-0 in a
mere 21 minutes.

C Golf vs. Chaminade

4:00pm

JV Volleyball vs. O’Fallon Township

4:30pm

C Baseball vs. Vianney

5:00pm

V Volleyball vs. O’Fallon Township

7:30pm

Spring Art Show

12:00pm

I-70 College Fair

Art Show to begin next Thursday
The annual student art show begins with
next Thursday’s opening reception. The
reception is from 7 to 9 p.m. and will be
held on the second floor of the J-wing.
The studio arts department encourages
all to view art from every grade level.
The art show will run through May 12.

12:00pm

C Lacrosse vs. De Smet @ SLUH

12:00pm

V Inline Hockey vs. De Smet

2:00pm

JV Lacrosse vs. De Smet @ SLUH

2:00pm

JV/C Inline Hockey vs. De Smet

4:00pm

V Lacrosse vs. De Smet @ SLUH


—Sam
Chechik, Sam Goedeker, Ethan
McIntyre, Nolen Doorack.

8:00pm
V Inline Hockey vs. CBC
Monday, April 25

Next: 4/22 @ Parkway South
C Baseball

4/18
SLUH			9
Westminster		 5
4/21
SLUH		
2
Collinsville
3
Key stat: Matthew Rebman and Jack Sullivan had RBI hits for the Jr. Bills.
Next match: 4/22 @ Vianney
B Baseball

4/19
SLUH		
0
Vianney 7
Key quote: “Errors just really killed us,”
said sophomore Jack Callahan.
Next match: 4/22 @ Mehlville
JV Water Polo

4/19
SLUH		
15
Kirkwood
5
Key stat: The team couldn’t run the play it
wanted, but still pulled out the win.
Key quote: “We were like cholera killing
the pioneers,” said senior Jimmy Hogan.

the tournament, much to the
chagrin of Gilbert.
“It’s going to be a great
opportunity for the program
to get out of Missouri to a different part of the country to
see some different schools,”
said Gilbert. “It should be
a great experience for these
guys.”

Sophomore Jack Wachter on Monday.

4/20
SLUH		
12
Marquette
7
Key quote: “We were like puffer fish, they
got close and we made them pay,” said
freshman Luke Brawer.

Lunch
Special—Baked Chicken
V Golf @ Indiana
V Track @ Kansas Relays
3:30pm

match was canceled because
of rain.
Looking forward, the
team will travel to Indianapolis for a 15 team tournament
tomorrow at Sandy Pines Golf
Club, with a total of 96 individual golfers competing. Rumor has it that the team is going to be wearing knickers to

SportsBriefs

Regular Schedule

Friday, April 22
AP
Freshman Class Mass
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls

School summer reading book chosen
Librarian Lynne Casey sent out an allschool email announcing this summer’s
all school reading book—The Other Wes
Moore by Wes Moore. The book is the
story of two boys with the same name—
one of which became a Rhodes scholar
and the other a convicted murderer. The
book was chosen by the social studies
department.

Golf gaining momentum, heads to Indy
-ster Cup, the Jr. Bills went
toe-to-toe with Chaminade
on Tuesday, eager for revenge
after a disappointing loss earlier in the season.
And revenge they got, as
the team lit up the Hawthorn
course in Forest Park, combining for a team total of 218,
edging the Red Devils by just
three strokes.
“Lights out,” said Gilbert.
“Everyone came to play and
again the message was very
clear and I think a lot of it was
on our minds that (Chaminade) is a team that we’re
going to see at (Districts) on
May 4. They’re a strong program with some very good
golfers and we’re going to have

April 22, 2016
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9:00pm
V Inline Hockey vs. Fort Zumwalt West
Saturday, April 23
V Track @ Kansas Relays
V Golf @ Indiana
JV Volleyball @ Marquette Tournament

7:30pm
Spring Art Show
Sunday, April 24
2:00pm

Spring Art Show
Regular Schedule

AP

Junior Ring Mass Liturgical Rehearsal
NHS Meeting
Snack—Onion Rings
Lunch
9:00am

Special—Pasta Bar
JV Golf @ Kirkwood Invitational

3:30pm

Varsity Golf vs. CBC

4:00pm

C Volleyball vs. Parkway South @ SLUH

4:00pm

JV Volleyball vs. Parkway South @ SLUH

4:30pm

C Baseball vs. De Smet

4:30pm

JV Water Polo vs. Parkway Central

5:00pm

V Volleyball vs. Parkway South @ SLUH

5:30pm

V Water Polo vs. Parkway Central
Regular Schedule

Tuesday, April 26
Freshman/Sophomore Awards Ceremony
AP

Snack—Turnovers

Lunch

Special—Toasted Ravioli

3:30pm

C Golf vs. CBC

3:30pm

JV Golf vs. CBC

3:30pm

V Golf vs. CBC

4:00pm

V2 Track @ Jim Farrell Relays

4:00pm

JV Tennis vs. Kirkwood

4:00pm

V Tennis vs. Kirkwood

4:15pm

B Baseball vs. Oakville

4:30pm

C Baseball vs. Marquette

4:30pm

C Lacrosse vs. CBC

7:00pm

V Lacrosse vs. John Burroughs @ SLUH
Regular Schedule

Wednesday, April 27

Chaminade
241
Key stats: Jonathan Turner 32, Andrew
Modder 39, Parker Leavitt 39.
Next match: 4/22 vs. Chaminade
C Golf

4/18
SLUH		
184
Chaminade
185
Next Match: 4/22 vs. Chaminade

4/21
SLUH		
12
Parkway West		
Key stat: SLUH shut Parkway West out for
JV/C Inline
the first three quarters.
4/17
Next game: 4/22 @ Parkway South
SLUH		
10
Seckman 5
JV Lacrosse
Key Stat: The first career win in goal for
4/19
senior Tim Juergens.
SLUH		
9
MICDS		
8
4/20
Key stat: Sophomore Kevin Einig scored SLUH		
3
the game-winning goal
Northwest
1
Key Quote: “The Boys were a-buzzin and Key Stat: Sam Lindwedel (two goals) leads
the team came through,” said sophomore the team with seven goals on the year.
Matt Leritz
The win extends their win streak to three
Next game: 4/23 Fr. Marco Cup, vs. De games.
Smet
Next game: 4/23 vs. Desmet on Derby Rival Day
Freshman Lacrosse
4/19
JV Volleyball
SLUH		
8
4/21
Westminster
7
SLUH		
2
Key stat: Freshman Collin Gund had three Vianney 0
goals.
Key quote: “We brought a lot of energy
Key quote: “It was a close game the whole tonight, and I think that’s really why we
time, but we pulled away at the end,” said won,” said junior Rob Graman.
freshman Ryan Armstrong.
Next game: 4/22 vs. O’Fallon Township
Next game: 4/23 Fr. Marco Cup, vs. De
Smet
—Compiled by Joseph Reznikov, Ethan McIntyre, Thomas Nordmann, Jack Waters,
JV Golf
Sam Goedeker, Will Farroll, and Matt Go4/19
dar.
SLUH		
243

Junior Awards Ceremony
AP

Snack—Chicken Rings

Lunch

Special—Hand-Breaded Chicken Tenders

4:15pm

V Tennis vs. Parkway West

4:15pm

JV Tennis vs. Parkway West

4:30pm

V Baseball vs. CBC

4:30pm

B Baseball vs. CBC @ SLUH

6:00pm

V Inline Hockey vs. Westminster Christian

8:00pm

V Inline Hockey vs. Fort Zumwalt North
Mass Schedule

Thursday, April 28
All School Award Ceremony
AP

Snack—Mini Tacos

Lunch

Special—Papa John’s Pizza

3:30pm

JV Golf vs. De Smet

3:30pm

V Golf vs. De Smet

4:00pm

JV/C Track @ All-Comers Meet #3

4:00pm

JV Rugby vs. CBC @ SLUH

4:15pm

B Baseball vs. Vianney

4:15pm

C Baseball vs. CBC @ SLUH

5:00pm

JV Lacrosse vs. CBC @ SLUH

5:30pm

V Rugby vs. CBC @ SLUH

6:20pm

V Water Polo vs. Kirkwood @ Lindbergh Invitational

7:00pm

V Lacrosse vs. CBC @ SLUH (Senior Night)

7:00pm

Art Show

7:30pm
NHS Induction
Friday, April 29

Regular Schedule

AP
Junior Ring Liturgical Music Rehearsal
Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch
Special—Chinese Pizza
C Lacrosse vs. CBC @ C Lacrosse Tournament
4:00pm

JV Water Polo vs. Parkway North @ Ladue JV Tournament

4:30pm

C Volleyball vs. CBC @ SLUH

4:30pm

JV Volleyball vs. CBC @ SLUH

5:30pm

V Volleyball vs. CBC @ SLUH

6:00pm

JV/C Inline Hockey vs. Fort Zumwalt South

7:30pm

Freshman Class Dance

7:40pm

V Water Polo vs. Parkway South @ Lindbergh Invitational
calendar | Liam Connolly

